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O. Introduetion 

In the paper [1J Irudayanatan, Anthonyand Somashekar NaimpaIly considered 

a function space topology T for YX in which the function space of connected 

functions is closed when Y is completely normal. He named the topology as 

connected open topolgy. 

He proved foIlowing theorems in his paper; 

0.1. lf Y is comPletely 120rηzal， then C-2 is closed i12 (yX, T). 

0.2. lf Y is locally co12nected the12 the compact opeκ topology or ll-toþology for 

yX is smaller than T. (see page 221 of [2]) 

Here T denotes the connected open topology for yX, and in theorem 0.1 the 

space yX has connected open topology. 

He posed foIlowing problems; 

0.3. Is theorem 0.1 ture if Y is 120t comþletely ηormal? 
0.4. lf Y is 120t locally connected, is theorem 0.2. ture? 
We shall show examples which shows that if Y is not ompletely normal then 

(theorem 0. 1) is not true and if Y is not locally connected then (theorem O. 1. ) 

is also not true. 

1. Definitions and Examples. 

1. 1. DEFINITION: A function f : X • Y is connected function if and only if for 

each connected set KcX,j(K) is connected subset of Y. 

1. 2. DEFINITION: For each connected subset K of X and each pair of open 

subsets U, V of Y, let W(K;U, V)= {jεyX: f(K)cUUV, f(K)nU=f(K) nV노 

rþ}. The topology T generated by the subbasis {W(K : U, V)} is called the conn

ected-open topology for y X • 

c- 2 denotes the subset of yX consisting of aIl connected functions. 

In paper (3) William]. Pervin made an example which shows the(proposition 

0.3) is not true. We make also an example which shows she (proposition 0.3) is 

not true. 

1. 3. EXAMPLE; Let X and Y be the sets of all integers. Let .:T be the minimal 
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T 1 topology for X and Y , that is Y={X-A: A=jβ·쩌te subset of X}. 

We define a functionf : 
f(x) = 1, if x is an odd number 

f(x) =2, if x is an even number. 

Then f is a function from X to Y and since in the topological space Y a suset 

K is connected if and only if K is an infinite subset or an one element subset 

of X , where f maps the whole space X on to the disconnected set {1, 2} hence 

f is not a connected function. 

Now let T be the connected open topology for y X
• We consider a neighborhood 

of the function f. 
N 

Let s= nW'(K' : U' , V') be a subbase element of T containing the function f. 
i=l 

We divide the set {K' : i = 1, 2, …N,} into three sets α1， α2 and α3 as following. 

α1 = {K' : K' contains even and odd numbers i = 1, 2, …, m} 

α2= {K' : K" contains only odd numbers i=1, 2, "', n} 

α3= {K'" : K'contains only even numbers i = 1, 2, …, p} 

By same way as above we rename U's and V's into three groups as U' , U" 

and U끼 : V', V" and V끼. Then we can write S as following: 
n.. . v 

S= (n Wi(Ki; U' , V)) n (riWi(K'i ;Ud , V d )) n (n Wi(1간 ;U"' ， V"')). 

We know f(Kj) = {1, 2} ,f(K/1) = {1} and f(K//t) = {2} • 

Hence we can assume 1 ε U', 2f V', 1 ε U" , 1 f V" , 2 ε U끼 and 2 f V"i. 
η m 0"'" p 

Let u=cnU')n(nU")ncnV") and V=( 미.0) n c.n.v"i) n c.n.u"i), then we ha-
i=l i=l 1'=1 i=l i=l ,=1 

ve 1 f U and 2 f V. 

We linearly order U and V as following: 

U= {l ,al' a2, a3' ............ } 

V = {2, b1, b2' b3, … ......... } . 
We consider three cases about ιt : 

(1) α1 is non empty, or C!:r; is empty but ct2 and ct3 are non empty then in 

this case both U and V are non empty sets. 

(2) Both ι1 and α2 are empty set but α3 is non empty set then U is empty 

but V is non empty. 

(3) Both α1 and α3 are empty sets but α2 is non empty then U is non empty 

but V is an empty set. 

We define three connected function following above three cases 

In case (1) define gl : 
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'U1(:!: 1) =1, 81(:!:3) =a1' 81(:!:5) =a2, ...... 
[11(0) =81(:!:2) =2, 81(:!:4)=b1, 81(:!:6)=b2,. 

In case (2) define 82: 

82(X) =x, if x is an odd number, 
82(0) = 82( :!:2) =2, 82( +4) =b l> •• 

In case (3) define 83: 

83(:!:1)=1 , 83(:!:3) =a1' 83(:!:5) =a2'" 

8sCx) =x, If x is an even number. 

’ 니 

Then clearly 81, 82 and 83 are connected function from X to Y, and in each 

case S contains 8 i respectively. 

Hence any neighborhood of S contains a connected function and hence C- 2 iR 

not closed in (Yx , T). 

By these we made the example we wanted. and proved that the proposition 

O. 3 is not ture. 

Now we shaIl prove the proposition 0.4 is not true if X is not a IocaIly compact. 

1. 4 Let Y be the real numbers with ιsμal topology αzd X be all ratiolZαl ηumbers 

contained in R , and consider X as a subspace 01 the space R. Then the coηlPact 

øpen topology of yX is exactly bigger than the coηηected-open topology of yX 

PROOF Let T be the connected-open topology of yX then T has a subbase co-

nsisting of 

W(K;U , V)= (f: f(K)cUUV'/CK) nU=f(K) nv~ø}. 

The compact open topology is defined as foIlowing: For each subset K of X 

and each subset U of y , define W(K, U) to be the set of aII members of yX 

which carry K into U; that is, W(K, U) = (f : f(K) 는U} . The family of aII sets 

of the form W(K, U) , for each compact subset K of X and U open in Y, is a 

sub-base for the compact open topology for y X• 

But we know that X is extremely disconnected space hence the only connected 

components of X are the one point subset of X. 

Hence W(K : U, V) the subbase element of compact-open topology has simple 

form W(x; U, U) = (f d"x : f(x) f U}. 

In this case the connected open topology coincides with the product topology of 
yX. 

Where the subbasis of compact open topology of yX consists of sets of the form: 

W(K, U) = {f: f(K)cU} , K is a compact subset of X and U is an open subset 

of R. 

(1 1 1 、
Let K== lI.τ， 훈，…， O} then K is compact subset of X. 
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Let U = (1, 2) = {x : 1 <x<2} then U is open in R. We easily see that (K, U) is 

not open in connected open topology of yX. 

Since (x, U) is clearly an open set of compact open topology, compact open 

topology is exactly bigger than the conneced open topology of yX. This example 

shows that the statement 0.4 is not true. 

As a by product we have following theorem: 

1. 5. X is an extremely disconnected space and Y z's a topological space, then the 

product topology coincides ωz"th the connected-open topology for yX, and both are 

ηot bz'gger than the compact open topolgy of yX. 

1. 6. Let R be the real numbers with μsual topology and let X be tlze ra#onal 
subspace of R, tlzen the pγoduct topology of yX and the connected open topology of 

yX are identical, and both are exactly smaller than the compact open topology. 

NOTE ln (1) the author considered the connected-open topology to obtain the 

least topology in which the set of connected functions are closed in the function 

space and he give the condition of completely normal of the range space, now 

by proposition 1. 6 we know that the character of domain space has also a great 

relation to the character whether the set of connected function is closed or not. 
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